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To the PUC regarding docket number L-2019-3010267: . PAPUC

SECRETARY'S BUREAU
I am a homeowner living in Meadowbrook Manor, Exton, PAT9341. I am deeply concerned that 
explosive HVL's are and will be increasingly running through my development and near the 
aquafbr that supplies our public water. I believe that the underground clearances for this pipeline 
are inadequate (Ideal spacing stated by Sunoco experts is 10 feet). They are allowing only 2 
inches between pipes placed in one larger pipe. Also I believe it is unsafe that the 87 year old 
pipeline has been repurposed to carry these HVL’s, and is doing so even now. We are a densely 
populated area and these repurposed lines do NOT currently meet federal standards put in place 
to protect the public.

Our neighbors have experienced cdertneri by Sunoco land agents, Late night visits, calls and 
threats, "sign this or we’ll take your land Wiyway,” at 10 pm at night. Such bullying must be 

stopped! And easements given for one product must not apply to a totally new (and, in our case, 
more dangerous) product. Cases should be decided individually by a PUC judge, at no cost to 
the homeowner. I believe this pipeline is an abuse of the eminent domain procedure...which 
needs to be completely overhauled. Each company should apply for public utility status on a 
project-by- project basis ONLY.

Especially in high consequence areas, NGL pipelines MUST be equipped with state-of-the-art 
warning systems at the operator’s expense. Our lives are in danger from a colorless, odorless, 
highly explosive gas so we need the best leak detection systems possible. Having attended 
meetings with first responders in our area, I do NOT feel our protection is adequate! .

These standards must be applied retroactively. Our 87 year old pipeline is inadequate to carry 
NGL's. All projects should be brought up to the current highest standards. That includes pipeline 
depth of cover, steel type and thickness, corrosion protection and all other safety standards. 
Sunoco has the worst safety record in the industry and they are anything BUT transparent with 
either neighbors or township officials. We need a watchdog on the side of citizens, not 
overwhelmingly slanted toward the pipeline industry. Our safety depends on that! Nearly all of 
Sunoco's violations, inadvertent returns, sinkholes, well-fouling, have been reported FIRST by 
homeowners. Certainly we have borne the brunt of the costs of Sunoco's carelessness! Just ask 
the neighbors on Lisa Drive!

Regulation of construction techniques must be severely regulated. HDD should only be used 
when absolutely necessary and AFTER proper geologic studies have been done by outside 
(NOT Sunoco) experts. And operators must be held to Municipal ordinances against noise, 
vibration, and work hours. We need the PUC to enforce regulations already on its books. You 
are responsible for our safety. We.are counting on you to put our lives ahead of Sunoco's profits.

Sincere|y' < JUrttLy
Marcia L. Gentry
211 Locust Lane, Exton, PA 19341
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